BELL LIBRARY SCAVENGER HUNT

1. What is the complete name of the Bell Library?

   According to the plaque on the wall, who was president of TAMU-CC the year the library was dedicated?

2. How much is the fine for overdue library books per day?

3. What is a Laserdisc (LD)?

   How many Laserdiscs are available for viewing purposes in the Library Media Center?

4. In the Juvenile Collection, find the nonfictional, informational section of books about sharks. Counting from the bottom, on what shelf are the shark books located?

5. In the Oversized Collection, find the book, A Nation of Learners. What is its call number?

   On page 7 is a picture of an item young children used to learn the alphabet? What is known as?

6. In the LB section of the library, find the book, What Your 2nd Grader Needs to Know” by E.D. Hirsch. Whose picture is on p. 141?
7. In the FOSS Kit area of the library, find the FOSS Kit about levers and pulleys. What are two types of measuring tools in the kit? 

8. In the Curriculum Collection Area of the library, find the Spanish big book titled *Este viejito tiene mucho ritmo*. What musical instrument is on the cover?

9. Go to the microfilm machines area. Look at the document that is loaded on the screen. What is the title of the document?

10. Visit the Reference Desk. What is the most valuable untapped print resource located in the Reference Area?

11. In the Curriculum Collection Area, find a teacher’s edition of a fourth grade Texas History series. What is the title and who is the publisher?

12. In the Periodicals Area, find the most current issue of the journal, *Science & Children*, published by the National Science Teachers Association. What is the date of the journal? What are the children on the cover doing?

13. “Google” Clotilde P. Garcia, a physician, writer, and community activist, whose collection is held in the Special Archives area. What did her parents do for a living?
14. In the display cases of the Special Collections & Archives Area, find the Western Union telegram to Hector P. Garcia. Who is the telegram from? 

15. Who is the Reference/Distributed Learning Librarian who gave our presentation today?